Intercellular communication and carcinogenesis.
Two types of intercellular communication (humoral and cell contact-mediated) are involved in control of cellular function in multicellular organisms, both of them mediated by membrane-embedded proteins. Involvement of aberrant humoral communication in carcinogenesis has been well documented and genes coding for some growth factors and their receptors have been classified as oncogenes. More recently, cell contact-mediated communication has been found to have an important role in carcinogenesis, and some genes coding for proteins involved in this type of communication appear to form a family of tumor-suppressor genes. Both homologous (among normal or (pre-)cancerous cells) as well as heterologous (between normal and (pre)cancerous cells) communications appear to play important roles in cell growth control. Gap junctional intercellular communication (GJIC) is the only means by which multicellular organisms can exchange low molecular weight signals directly from within one cell to the interior of neighboring cells. GJIC is altered by many tumor-promoting agents and in many human and rodent tumors. We have recently shown that liver tumor-promoting agents inhibit GJIC in the rat liver in vivo. Molecular mechanisms which could lead to aberrant GJIC include: (1) mutation of connexin genes; (2) reduced and/or aberrant expression of connexin mRNA; (3) aberrant localization of connexin proteins, i.e., intracytoplasmic rather than in the cytoplasmic membrane; and (4) modulation of connexin functions by other proteins, such as those involved in extracellular matrix and cell adhesion. Whilst mutations of the cx 32 gene appear to be rare in tumors, cx 37 gene mutations have been reported in a mouse lung tumor cell line. Our results suggest that aberrant connexin localization is rather common in cancer cells and that possible molecular mechanisms include aberrant phosphorylation of connexin proteins and lack of cell adhesion molecules. Studies on transfection of connexin genes into tumor cells suggest that certain connexin genes (e.g., cx 26, cx 43 and cx 32) act as tumor-suppressor genes.